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STRESZCZENIE 

Tytuł:  Adaptacja strumieni multimedialnych poprzez zapewnienie płynnego przełączania 

 

Niniejsza praca opisuje rozwiązanie adaptacji strumieni multimedialnych poprzez 

zapewnienie płynnego przełączenia serwera obsługującego transmisję w przypadku, gdy 

parametry połączenia ulegną pogorszeniu. Najpierw zaprezentowany jest typowy przypadek 

użycia płynnego przełączania i przedstawione są badania symulacyjne potwierdzające 

korzyści w QoE postrzeganym przez użytkowników, wynikające z zastosowania tego 

rozwiązania. Następnie analizowane są wymagania dla zapewnienia płynności, poprzez 

przeprowadzenie badań subiektywnej oceny jakości. W niniejszej pracy, wyspecyfikowana 

jest architektura systemu zapewniającego płynne przełączanie oraz omówione są zagadnienia 

implementacji kluczowych modułów. Na zakończenie przedstawione są testy 

zaimplementowanego rozwiązania mające na celu weryfikację poprawności oraz pokazanie 

współpracy z popularnym oprogramowaniem multimedialnym. 

 

Słowa kluczowe: płynne przełączanie, adaptacja, QoE, strumieniowanie multimediów 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

This work describes adaptation of multimedia streams by providing seamless handover of 

content server participating in transmission whenever connection parameters suffer 

degradation. First, a typical use case of seamless handover is explained and simulation study 

confirming improvement in users' QoE provided by this solution is presented. Then 

requirements for seamlessness are being analysed through performing subjective quality 

assessment. In this thesis, architecture of the system that provides seamless handover is 

specified and implementation details of key modules are discussed. At last, implemented 

solution is subject to multiple tests that verify its correctness and present interoperation with 

widely used multimedia software. 
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1. Introduction

Continuously increasing multimedia traffic demands in IP as well as
variety of networks and end devices pose the challenge of dynamically
adapting data format and transfer parameters to the characteristics of the
network and devices. We can define adaptation as all modifications at any
layer appointed to improve the quality of the media at the consumer side in
the event of deterioration of transfer conditions.

Adaptation is a strong added-value impacting the whole system and
allowing all the actors to have advanced capabilities towards Media con-
tent. Adaptation allows, among others, efficient network resource utiliza-
tion, device-independent universal media access and optimized Quality of
Experience (QoE).

From the point of view of the element to be adapted we can classify
adaptation as Media adaptation, access network adaptation, content server
adaptation, etc. By the term Media adaptation we mean transformation of
Media content to adapt to device and network capabilities. Supremacy of
Multimedia communications in the Internet encouraged many studies in
Media adaptation, which is currently one of the main research innovation
areas in Media streaming applications [26] [30]. On the other hand, access
network adaptation refers to selection of access network depending on the
claimed service (e.g., which Media content). Generally, access network
adaptation refers to wireless networks, where capabilities and cost are
evenly balanced. Content server adaptation refers to selection of content
server depending on consumer device, consumer location or network state.

From the point of view of the necessary information to perform adapta-
tion we can speak about context awareness, content awareness and network
awareness. Context may be information about the consumer device or the
consumer access network. Content awareness refers to the information of
what kind of Media content is transferred by the network. At last, network
awareness is all possible information about the network, especially, the
current state of the network.
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From the point of view of the place where adaptation is performed, we
could divide it to: Edge [29], At-source [19], [16] and In-network adaptation
[25]. Edge adaptation is performed at the Edge of the network (normally
the access networks) and it may be the Edge at the consumer side or at
the server side. At-source adaptation is performed in the Media content
server (or sending user in case of user-to-user communication). In-network
adaptation makes it possible to perform adaptation anywhere within the
network.

This work deals with At-source content server adaptation by acquiring
network awareness. Specifically, I propose to introduce modules necessary
for seamless handover of connections from one server to another whenever
an ongoing transmission suffers degradation and the quality is not reward-
ing later on.

My work consisted of definition, specification and implementation of the
referred modules for seamless handover of content servers. These modules
are intended to be integrated in a more distributed system for improved
multimedia streaming. This work presents message exchange between
modules by using Web Services as well as the implementation details and
operations for two different media streaming protocols, called HTTP and
RTSP/RTP as, e.g., calculations of media reference points for seamlessness
conditions.

Findings of this work may be summarized in the following main points:

1. demonstrating improvements in Quality of Experience at the user side
resulting from possibility of performing content servers handover (Sec-
tion 3.2). This analysis is based on simulations over VoD streaming
model in the Internet,

2. analysis of required characteristics for assuring seamlessness in the
handover process (Section 3.3). This analysis is based on QoE tests
performed with participation of a group of students,

3. specification of the architecture for Seamless Handover system (Chap-
ter 4), and

4. implementation details for the key modules (Chapter 5).

The working system is demonstrated in the tests performed in section 5.3.
At last, let me remark that similar handover solutions are being inves-

tigated in advanced solutions for adaptive streaming codecs [26]. In that
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case, the required source selection is not related with content server selec-
tion, but with selection of the most convenient Content Distribution Net-
work (CDN) to download the content. In our solution the actor responsible
for the handover is the Service Provider, whereas in new adaptive streaming
solutions the responsible is an entity above the Service Providers. Anyway,
even though business models are different, the technical solution proposed
in this thesis could also be used for CDN selection.



2. Context and Rationale

The importance of the adaptation in the current multimedia and static
content streaming is emphasized by most of the content service providers as
the unique way to control the countless variations that can occur inside the
network, e.g., the competition in the home and access networks or the traffic
handling between Internet Service Providers (ISP). In a recent interview with
a Senior Engineer for Netflix, he recognized that the best that the company
can do in order to improve the Quality of Experience of the Users is „try to
adapt” [12].

Because of this, many projects and other research initiatives deal with
adaptation in the Internet. In this way, it should be pointed the effort taken
by the European Commission to encourage the research centred on con-
tent transmission. Many proposals about how adapting the transmission
of Media content have been presented and some projects are running in
parallel with the scope of presenting complete solutions for content distri-
bution in the Internet. These projects are grouped together in the Future
Media Networks (FMN) cluster [1]. Studies comprise many new solutions for
Media transmission and adaptation, from P2P overlay networks until new
disruptive architectures, which propose new functionalities in the network
devices that allow better adaptation to the user and network necessities.

Projects leading with adaptation are, for example My eDirector 2012 [6]
that implements a context-aware broadcasting platform, which permits to
the users gain in service personalization. The considered adaptation is
At-source Media Adaptation by gaining User context awareness. Nonethe-
less, the new capabilities are considered at the service layer and only the
communication between users and service providers is implemented but not
with the network.

The adaptation related with network awareness is considered in COMET
(Content Mediator architecture for content-aware nETworks) [4]. COMET
centers on building a new content-oriented architecture for access and de-
livery of content supporting different distribution types as unicast, anycast,
p2p, etc. For each content request, the most appropriate transport strategy
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is selected. Anyway, COMET restricts the adaptation layer to the simple
request of content and no later interaction is considered. So, adaptation of
current connections is not allowed.

The ENVISION project [5] proposes an architecture with cross-layer ele-
ments directed to offer to the ISPs the possibility of reducing the network
resources. In the network layer, besides enhanced multicast distribution
and in-network caching, it is considered Media adaptation to the terminal
and network capabilities on a per-request basis. Whereas, Ocean [7] ac-
quires improved user’s Quality of Experience by introducing self-learning
caching algorithms, which move closer the content to the end users per-
forming adaptation to the consumer location.

Content Aware Searching, retrieval and sTreaming [3] proposes an in-
novative disruptive architecture with intelligent devices capable of identify/
classify/ discover the content „on the fly”. Moreover, the system is able to
discover the limitations of the underlying network infrastructure and adapt
content delivery for optimal utilization. This adaptation is not on-line and
over-load of the network cannot be solved for on-going transmissions.

SEA (SEAmless content delivery) [8] is a finished project that deals with
context-base adaptation, but this is made at the application level by trans-
mitting base and multiple enhancement layers of the video coded by Scal-
able Video Coding [24] from different servers. Then, Multiple Descrip-
tion Coding joins up the different layers gaining in Quality of Experience.
Nonetheless, bringing the adaptation at the application layer disables the
use of common content coding. Only adaptation at the network layer would
allow enhanced QoE for any content coding.

The adaptation of content servers at the network layer presented in this
work is embedded inside the framework of ALICANTE project [2]. In fact,
the modules that I implemented are the main innovation solution presented
in the proposal [11], which is being funded by the EU inside the EU FP7
ALICANTE project.

The ALICANTE project heads towards the deployment of „Media Ecosys-
tem”, by providing Content-awareness to the Network Environment,
Network- and User Context-awareness to the Service Environment, and
adapted services/content to the End-User for his best service experience
possible. A flexible cooperation between actors is expected, enabling even-
tually any user – first – to efficiently access the offered multimedia services
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in various contexts, and – second – to deliver their own content dynami-
cally, seamlessly and transparently to other users. In order to perform all
these functionalities, the ALICANTE concept relies on a novel entity, the
Home-Box, present in each user’s home and acting as the „meeting point”
for the three environments enabling collaboration, namely:

— Providing direct and constant connection with the user in the User En-
vironment;

— Delivering content/services coming from the Service Environment;
— The last network entity in the service delivery chain (partially) belonging

to the Network Provider of the Network Environment.

The At-source content server adaptation proposed in my work ensures
adaptation for any media application and media coding since it is not
performed at the application layer, but at the network layer. The necessary
selection of content server assumes cooperation of Service and Network
Environments, as well as notification from the User Environment. Content
server adaptation is performed by introducing mechanisms and algorithms
for making feasible on-the-fly handover of media streaming.

Seamless handover is considered in other previous propositions as, e.g.,
IEEE 802.21 [10], but these solutions propose the handover at the client’s
side for, among others, mobility issues. Many solutions have been proposed
in order to reach handover at different layers: Virtual LAN mobility (layer 2)
and different mobile IP solutions (layer 3) are well explained in [13]. Session
handover may be reached by the most of advanced signalling protocols (e.g.,
H.323 [28]) and Netmotion [15] (for VPN networks).

Handover solutions at the server side are scarce. Issues for content
server handover were treated first by Kawarasaki et al. in [18] and after by
Park and Jeong in [21]. Kawarasaki et al. proposed a system for handover of
content servers at the application level, which does not allow seamlessness.
In [21] authors presented the challenges for developing complete Mobile
IPTV system. However, the authors grouped together challenges and
requirements rather than solutions, especially, if for seamlessness.

Even though seamless handover is conceptually simple, technical de-
tails cover content stream encapsulation (e.g., stream containers), network
transport protocols (e.g., TCP and UDP), application session protocols (e.g.,
RTSP, HTTP, IGMP), etc. Problems that have to be addressed include, but
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are not limited to: synchronization of the streams and preserving session or
any negotiable parameters.

Let us consider transport protocol used for transmission first. Although
UDP is considered to be more suitable for real-time transfers than TCP,
the latter is a much more popular choice for video streaming nowadays.
This is caused by the problems with network address translation (NAT) in
UDP transmission, which effectively limit the scope of UDP solutions in the
current Internet to multicast scenarios only.

UDP solutions are mainly using RTP as the application layer protocol for
transporting video stream and rely on RTSP or SIP to manage streaming
session. To provide RTP transmission, we need a special streaming server
that reads the content and sends every frame to the client, marked with
a special timestamp that indicates the time at which the frame would be
displayed if shown on server. The client, only needs to decode every frame
according to the utilized codec and display it at the moment deduced from
the timestamp. The streaming is governed completely on the server side, in-
cluding determining and enforcing appropriate speed of transmission based
on the content and deciding which part of content is shown to the client.
With the help of RTSP protocol, client can ask the server to pause, jump to
a certain position in media or play with increased or reduced speed, but it
is still the server that manages this. These characteristics of RTP streaming
make it appropriate for both unicast and multicast streaming solutions.

In video streaming based on TCP, mainly HTTP protocol is used. There
are, however differences in usage of HTTP in different solutions, especially
with regard to flow control aspect. The most basic use of HTTP for streaming
multimedia is progressive download, i.e. downloading the file and starting
to play it from the beginning, while the rest is still being downloaded.
Advantage of this approach is that it works with a standard HTTP server
and an ordinary video player. However, in simplest solutions the content is
downloaded with maximum available speed, which implies that the terminal
needs to have enough memory to store the whole stream and that if the
user stops watching before the end of the video, part of the content that
has already been downloaded will not be viewed, which means that it was
needlessly transferred, unnecessarily increasing network load.

These problems are partially addressed in an improvement to progressive
download where video player takes charge of the flow control. The client
starts by downloading the beginning of the stream to fill its buffer. Then it
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maintains the HTTP connection, but only reads from the socket to refill the
buffer as the data from it is played out. As the data from the server keeps
coming with the full speed and is not read by the application, the socket
buffer in the operating system fills, which in turn makes the operating
system reduce the TCP window and stop sending acknowledgements. In
effect the server stops sending packets after filling the TCP window and
waits for the acknowledgement. When the video player reads some data
from the socket at the speed required by the video, the buffer in the OS stops
being full and the acknowledgement is sent, which allows server to resume
transmission. This way, the server sends the data to the client at the speed
adjusted to the content requirements. This avoids unnecessary transfer if
the user stops video, but still has major shortcomings due to the fact, that
video stream is transmitted as a single file in an HTTP connection. One of
them is problems with streaming live content, whose length is unknown at
the beginning of the transmission. Another one is lack of support for media
adaptation.

To overcome these shortcomings, playlist based approaches emerged,
such as HTTP Live Streaming [20] and DASH [26]. They base on concept
of splitting the stream to a sequence of chunks, which are independent
video files. The client first acquires the playlist file, and then successively
requests chunks of content through HTTP as needed. In live streaming
scenario, the server updates the playlist and allows the client to download
more chunks, that, were not available when streaming was started. As for
media adaptation, in DASH it is possible to specify multiple representations
of the content requiring different bandwidth. It is up to the client which rep-
resentation it downloads, and they can be easily changed during playback
on the border between subsequent chunks.

In this work I focus on both RTP and HTTP solutions. However, I do not
consider DASH yet, as it has been only recently standardised, when work
on this thesis was already in its advanced stage.



3. Seamless Handover

Adaptation method proposed in this thesis aims to provide solution to
problems in the network or with the content servers in a way that preserves
full quality of content. To achieve this it provides means to seamlessly
change the server, and possibly the path, that handles the transmission
without interrupting playback. It is especially useful for serving long con-
tent, e.g. feature-films, where it is likely that network conditions would
change during the transmission and the need for such adaptation would
arise. The adaptation is performed at the network layer in order to be
as independent from usage of specific applications, codecs and protocols
as possible. Proposed seamless handover solution is compliant with both
RTSP/RTP streaming and HTTP progressive download.

Seamless handover adaptation solution involves obtaining information
about the current transmission parameters (e.g., amount of content already
transferred, transport layer information) and arrangement of a new connec-
tion between another server and the End User. This new connection must
avoid any interruptions in the transmission from the point of view of the
End User. Detailed requirements for this condition are investigated further
in this chapter.

In section 3.1 I present general use case of seamless handover, then I
proceed to present simulation study that confirms feasibility of the solution
and gave motivation for undertaking further work on this adaptation system
(section 3.2). At last, section 3.3 describes requirements for seamlessness,
which were established through QoE tests.

3.1. Use case

When a user is watching a streaming video, they expect it to play
smoothly, without glitches. However, it may happen that the transmission
suffers degradation due to server or network overload and the user would
be dissatisfied with the quality if no adaptation actions were taken. In this
situation, monitoring of the adaptation system should notice the problem
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by analysis of QoS parameters, or if it fails to do so, the client is able to
report the problem through the interface of the application. This report
is then forwarded through the Home-Box1 monitoring system to the Con-
tent Source Adaptation module (CSA). The CSA module is responsible for
analysis of reports coming from different sources (users), and determining
where the fault is located. After finding the problem, CSA decides about
adaptation actions that should be taken, which can consist of one or more
of the following: (1) contact the Content Provisioning subsystem and provide
the necessary information to adjust current content provisioning; (2) notify
Discovery modules to avoid selecting overloaded servers or paths for new
transmissions; and (3) trigger handover of the ongoing transmission to a
different server in order to reduce load of the problematic server or path.
In this work I focus on the scenario with handover and do not consider
changes introduced by the other actions. When CSA decides that handover
is necessary, request is sent to Seamless Handover Module (SH), whose re-
sponsibility is to arrange the switch to another server without introducing
further degradation for the user during this process. To perform this, SH
must first contact the original server to obtain information about ongoing
transmission and then ask the new server to begin streaming preserving
parameters of the previous connection. The above process is presented in
Figure 3.1.

The steps in the scenario are marked with numbers in the figure and
they mean as follows:

1. The current transmission suffers degradation because of overload of
Server 1,

2. The client side notices the fault (QoS metrics or QoE monitoring),
3. The client side notifies the Home-Box Monitoring System about the prob-

lem,
4. The Home-Box contacts the Content Source Adaptation,
5. After analysing alerts received from a number of Home-Boxes, CSA con-

cludes about the overload of Server 1 and contacts the Seamless Han-
dover to trigger handover of the connection,

1 Home-Box is a type of Set-Top-Box (STB) designed and implemented in ALICANTE
project, where functionalities are similar to STB features. However, Home-Box adminis-
tration is shared by End-User, Service Provider and Network Provider, which gives each of
these actors ability to use features and information inside the Home-Box, thus allowing for
advanced collaboration between the actors.
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Figure 3.1: Scenario of Seamless Handover

6. The Seamless Handover contacts Server 2 in order to initiate the trans-
mission with the current parameters of the transmission,

7. Server 2 streams the content to the user.

This scenario describes the typical use case of the seamless handover
system. Steps 1-4 can be described as fault reporting while steps 5-8
as performing handover. We can observe that fault reporting involves the
Client, the Home-Box Monitoring System and the CSA, whereas in the case
of handover, the CSA, the SH and the content Servers participate in the
action.

3.2. Motivation

To confirm that seamless handover, as described in the use case above,
could bring improvement to multimedia streaming systems, I conducted
a simulation study [17], where I compared ability to process incoming
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requests by systems with and without the ability to seamlessly hand over
ongoing connections.

In the following simulations I aim at demonstrating that a real-world sce-
nario of the Video on Demand (VoD) system with the implemented handover
solution gains in efficiency for delivering content with the requested level of
QoE. An exhaustive realistic simulation model has been analysed and de-
fined, which consists of large-scale network topology, servers location and
characteristics, parameters for VoD content and service.

The model for simulations is adapted from the model presented in [14].
The main characteristics are following.

The AS-level Internet topology from CAIDA [15] is used for simulations.
The dataset contains 36,000 domains with 103,000 links. The inter-domain
relationship (provider, consumer, peering) allows us to deduce the level
of each AS (tier-1, tier-2 and tier-3). However, the link capacity is not
included in the dataset. For this, I take the average capacity (1Gbps)
observed on current network [16] and I assume a uniform distribution of
link capacity equal to U[0.5,1,5] Gbps for all tier-3 links. For tier-2 and
tier-1 links, uniform distribution is also assumed, but with an average of
different magnitude, namely U[5.0, 15.0] Gbps and U[50.0, 150.0] Gbps,
respectively.

Then, I distribute content servers within each AS: for the top 50 largest
content providers and CDNs (Level3, Global Crossing, LimeLight, Akamai,
AT&T, Comcast and Google), the number of servers corresponds to the
information from white papers [17]. For other ASes, I assume the uniform
distribution U[50,150], which approximates the server density of Akamai
(84,000 servers over 1,000 domains). The total number of servers in the
network model is around 200,000. I also assume that each server can host
100 films and serve 200 concurrent connections, which are normal values
of current commercial servers [18].

Different parameters for VoD services are also adopted from real mea-
surements: the content titles are the 5,000 most popular in [20], which re-
sult in a mean video duration equal to 4100 seconds, the bitrate is U[2600,
3400] kbps [19], video popularity follows the Zipf’s law with skew param-
eter equal to 0.2 [16]. The video replication degree is proportional to its
popularity, with a random placement on the content server. At last, the
user population in a given domain is proportional to the length of prefixes
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advertised by this domain, see [15]. More details about this model can be
found in [14].

The content delivery simulation starts when users request different con-
tents. For each request, the decision algorithm randomly selects the server
responsible of serving the content between all the servers containing the
requested content. Each served request loads the server by one more con-
nection and all the links of the path by the bandwidth of the served content.
Regardless of the server and path loads, the request is always served and
the server and path are loaded. Whenever the server or any link of the
path goes beyond a given threshold, then all the connections using the
overloaded server or overloaded link are considered as unsuccessful. The
threshold of the server load is 200 concurrent connections and the thresh-
old of the link load is the bandwidth of the link.

The difference between a system with and without the handover is the
following: in the system without the handover, the initial decision about the
content server does not change further during the simulations. Whereas,
in the handover system, whenever a new request would introduce a load
higher than 0.9 in the selected server or in any link of the path, then 20%
(configurable) of connections using the loaded server or link are redirected
to other servers serving the requested content. The parameters of the
connections are re-adjusted accordingly.

The delivery of the content may be considered unsuccessful because of
server overload or link overload. The values of the arrival rate λ for which
the system becomes overloaded depends on all the parameters assumed in
the model (e.g. capacity of the content servers). I selected such servers
characteristics (maximum concurrent connections equal to 200) for which
the server overload and link overload appeared in the same range of λ.
Figure 3.2 presents the success ratio of delivered content connections for
increasing request arrival rate (λ) in the whole system.

As we can observe in Figure 3.2, the system with the handover feature is
significantly more effective than without. In fact, for a success ratio equal to
0.9, the system which adapts content source on-the-fly may accept a three
times higher arrival rate, i.e., 3,700 request/s in the system with the han-
dover compared to 1,200 request/s in the current solutions. On the other
hand, we can see that for 3,000 request/s the system without the handover
is practically blocked (almost all the requests are unsuccessful), whereas
the system with implemented handover mechanism works properly.
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Figure 3.2: Success ratio for the video delivery model with and without the
handover feature

The efficiency gain is acquired thanks to the fact that the system is
able to select another server before overloading the previously selected
server, which translates into server load balancing. In the system with the
handover, the success ratio only decreases when all the servers are near
overload.

The wide extension of the video model assumed in the simulations and
the duration of the simulations (all the tests counted at least 1011 served
content requests) ensured that both servers and links changed state (empty,
loaded, full loaded, over loaded) many times during the simulations. The
observation of selected servers and links during the simulation confirmed
this point. Because of this, the results offer countervailed values of the state
of the network and the results are stable (longer simulations do not change
the results). Moreover, I repeated the simulations three times and obtained
the same results (negligible confidence interval). Therefore, we can assume
the trustworthiness of the results.

However, trustworthiness does not mean that the results are reliable.
The reliability depends on the assumptions of the model, which are nu-
merous in this case. Anyway, the merit of these simulations lies in the
possibility of comparison of both the systems (with and without handover)
under the same conditions, and, in these conditions, the system with the
handover proved to be much more efficient.
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3.3. Seamlessness requirements

From the simulations presented above we know that handover increases
efficiency of the video streaming system. However, for the handover to be
acceptable for users it is crucial that it is performed in a seamless way, i.e. it
must not cause any disruption in the video that would be visible to the user.
This presents a challenge for the handover system and requires special care
when developing architecture of the system, since switching between old
and new streams provokes an interruption in the transmission.

In this section I describe study aimed at understanding seamlessness
criterion and finding the maximum value of interruption at the network level
that still meets this criterion, thus defining a requirement for the Seamless
Handover system. Note that maximum acceptable interruption depends on
the sensitivity of the human eye.

3.3.1. Test scenario and methodology

In order to understand what is the maximum interruption that the hu-
man eye does not notice, I provided some tests similar to the tests performed
for assessing Quality of Experience for video transmission. In particular,
I considered the Subjective quality assessment, which is the most used
methodology for evaluating QoE.

Because of the similarities between my proposal for testing interruption
and Single Stimulus method defined in ITU BT.500-11 [27], I decided to
follow the guidelines of this methodology in my tests.

In Single Stimulus method, only one video sequence is presented in each
test and this sequence is presented with different coding rates. The se-
quences are presented and tested using a five-level quality scale (named,
Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, Bad). The test session is composed of individual
tests, which typically are 10 seconds long. The individual video sequences
during the test session should be presented in random order to avoid the
„contextual effect” [27], which is the effect by which the video quality as-
sessment scores are affected by the quality of the video viewed previously.

Following the guidelines presented above, I prepared one unique video
sequence with different interruptions (in length of the interruption) and the
question posed to the viewers was whether the viewer sees interruption
or not (Yes or Not). The duration of the video sequence is 10 s and the
sequences are randomly ordered inside the test session.
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Moreover, the document [27] presents the required viewing conditions,
which include the distance from the subject’s eye to the monitor and the
ambient light; the size and the type of monitor or display used in the
experiment and guidelines about calibration of the monitor during the tests.
In my tests, I tried to follow these requirements, insofar as possible.

For example, according to the standard ITU-R BT.500-11 it is necessary
to perform the tests with, at least, 15 observers. They should be non-expert,
in the sense that they should be not directly concerned with television pic-
ture quality as part of their normal work, and they should not be experi-
enced assessors. My tests were performed with a group of 27 students.

From the technical point of view, for the purpose of these tests I de-
ployed a simple network, where RTSP/RTP streaming was performed and
interrupted in a set moment for a configurable amount of time. To achieve
this I configured a multimedia server with Live555 Media Server software
and a client computer with VLC client application, which I interconnected
through a latency emulator capable of introducing an interruption in the
transmission. Topology of connections is presented in Figure 3.3.

1Gbps 

Playback 
buffer 

LPB LSH 

1Gbps 

Pause! 

Client Latency emulator Media server 

Figure 3.3: Test topology

The latency emulator forwarded all the packets without change. At a
set time, it introduced interruption in the stream by buffering incoming
packets for a certain period of time and transmitting them with the link
speed (1Gbps) afterwards.

The playback buffer (see Fig. 3.3) absorbs the interruption in the sense
that it hides it from the user thanks to the maintained queue of the packets.
Because of this, interruptions are more „visible” for the users in the case of
shorter playback buffer.
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To determine borderline work points to be measured in subjective tests I
found the minimum length of the playback buffer, for which the video played
smoothly when there was no interruption introduced by the emulator, which
turned out to be circa 125 ms. Having this value, I performed subjective
tests for 125 ms playback buffer, with interruption length ranging from 80
to 125 ms in 5 ms steps and for 250 ms playback buffer with interruption
length from 130 to 220 ms in 10 ms steps. As I stated above, these test
cases were shown in random order to the participants of the tests.

Tests were performed for two playback buffer lengths in order to un-
derstand extent to which size of the buffer influences value of seamless
interruption - whether doubling the playback buffer doubles the maximum
seamless interruption length or changes it in a more subtle way.

As a testing content I used the initial 10 s fragment of the Big Buck
Bunny2 video created by Blender Foundation. This video is a popular
choice for performing tests of video streaming systems due to its liberal
Creative Commons license and broad range of codecs and resolutions that
the content is available in.

3.3.2. Test results

The results of the survey showed that the value of seamless interruption
depends on personal disposition, length of playback buffer in the applica-
tion and characteristics of the video itself. Figure 3.4 shows histograms of
maximum seamless interruption values, as perceived by each participant,
for playback buffers of 125 and 250 ms. As we can see, for shorter playback
buffer maximum seamless interruption can range lower than 100, or even
90 ms. Doubling the playback buffer increases tolerance for interruption
significantly, giving the result of 170 ms.

However, for the seamless handover solution to be independent of the
settings in the client, in particular length of the playback buffer, the worst
scenario must be considered and the interruption, if any, introduced by the
handover must not exceed 90 ms and preferably be significantly lower.

This implies that the solution should act in a make-before-brake manner
to rule out the possibility that we don’t receive data from the new server in
time. Also, the module responsible for handover should be close to the client
to be able to accurately judge latency in communication with servers and
arrange the handover to be seamless for the client.

2 http://www.bigbuckbunny.org
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Figure 3.4: Histograms of maximum seamless interruption

Precise solutions that reflect the conclusions from these tests are dis-
cussed in the next chapter, where I describe architecture of the Seamless
Handover system



4. Architecture of SH system

In this chapter I present architecture of the Seamless Handover system
that addresses the use case described in section 3.1. In design of the
system, I considered both the requirements of seamlessness presented in
section 3.3 and requirements resulting from embedding it in the ALICANTE
system.

First, I define general architecture of the system and then proceed to give
detailed specification of key modules and interfaces that are responsible for
Seamless Handover adaptation.

4.1. General architecture

Let me begin from the block structure of the Seamless Handover so-
lution. As we can see in the diagram in figure 4.1, the End-User termi-
nal is connected to the system via Home-Box, which is a requirement for
compliance with ALICANTE architecture. Inside the Home-Box I specified
four modules: Seamless Handover module (SH), responsible for managing
the handover process, Proxy module, which participates in content trans-
mission and ensures seamlessness of the handover in accordance to the
requirements from section 3.3, Discovery module, which allows SH to find
copies of content and Monitoring System that collects and forwards alerts
about state of connections.

The Home-Boxes are connected to the Service/Content Manager, which
hosts Service Registry module, Content Provisioning module and Content
Source Adaptation module (CSA). CSA is responsible for gathering alerts
from all Home-Boxes, analysing them to determine location of the fault
and deciding about adaptation actions that should be taken in order to
resolve the issue. In this step, CSA can: inform the Content Provisioning
module about the changes necessary to improve content distribution, notify
the Discovery module about the faults in order to avoid the selection of
overloaded servers for future connections or contact the SH module to
initiate handover of the flawed transmission to another server.
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the Seamless Handover solution

While CSA can perform any of these actions, triggering handover is
the one dealt with in this thesis. Modules that are specific for seamless
handover solution and have been implemented as a part of this work are
highlighted in red in figure 4.1.

Let me now consider the whole sequence of actions performed and mes-
sages exchanged in the process of seamless handover adaptation. The adap-
tation begins when the initial connection is established. This connection
comes through the Proxy module, as shown in the beginning of the se-
quence diagram (figure 4.2). I do not discuss here how this connection is
established, as I want to present just the adaptation part, which constitutes
innovation described in this thesis.

Established multimedia transmission is being constantly monitored in
the Proxy, as well as watched by the user, who may notice some problems
that escape the automated monitoring solutions and report them via a
button in the application. When either of them notices the problem with
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Figure 4.2: Sequence diagram

the connection, the appropriate alert is sent to the Monitoring System in
the Home-Box. The alert contains information about the user and server
involved in the session, about the streamed content and extra information
used to identify the connection if handover is to be requested later on.
Monitoring System deduplicates the alerts and forwards them to the CSA.
This concludes the monitoring part of the sequence.

In response to alerts from multiple Home-Boxes, the CSA may issue a
Handover_request to a subset of them. The request contains identification
information from the alert and additional list of bad prefixes, that should
be avoided in server selection. Upon retrieval of Handover_request, the
SH module in the Home-Box begins the selection of the new server for
transmission. It sends Get_CP_Servers message to the Discovery module,
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which in turn obtains a list of servers from the Service Registry. The
Discovery then sorts it in order of preference and returns to the Seamless
Handover module. The SH module filters the list of servers using the list of
bad prefixes received from CSA and selects the best unfiltered server.

Having selected the server, the SH sends the Handover message to the
Proxy. The Proxy then probes the server in order to correctly estimate the
starting media position that it will specify in the request to server, which is
explained in detail in the section describing Proxy module. After receiving
probe acknowledgement, the Proxy sends the content request to the new
server and buffers packets incoming from the new server until it finds
synchronisation between the old and the new stream. It then switches the
client to the new server and ends streaming session with the old server.

4.2. Module & interface specification

With the knowledge of general architecture of the seamless handover
procedure, let us now proceed to specification of the main modules and
defining interfaces between them. I focus here on the modules which are
the most involved in the handover process: SH module and the Proxy. I
also specify all interfaces that needed to be introduced for the handover to
be possible.

4.2.1. Seamless Handover module

Seamless Handover (SH) module is the manager of the handover process
inside the Home-Box. It performs all necessary steps that are independent
of the streaming protocol used. Actions specific to particular streaming
protocol are delegated to an appropriate Proxy module.

When a request for handover arrives to the SH module, it queries the
Discovery module for an address of a content server that the client can
be switched to. In reply, the SH receives a message containing the list of
URLs hosting requested content sorted by the Discovery module in order of
preference (basing on information from ALICANTE monitoring). SH module
goes through the list and compares the URLs with the bad prefixes received
from the CSA in the handover request. The first server on the list that is not
matching any bad prefix is selected for handover.

As the steps that follow are protocol specific, the SH delegates them to
the appropriate Proxy module, by sending the Handover message containing
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the User ID, the Content ID, the port number and the addresses of the new
and old servers.

4.2.2. Proxy

The role of the Proxy module is twofold. It performs monitoring to trigger
the alert in the event of degradation of the transmission and it plays key role
in handover process. Although I focused mainly on the latter functionality
of the Proxy, I also propose monitoring solution, which, admittedly in its
current form is dependent on the parameters of the system, but is presented
for completeness, while a more universal method may be developed in the
future.

Monitoring possibilities depend on the transmission protocol used. While
in RTP streaming, that uses UDP at the transport layer packet loss can be
observed, in the case of HTTP progressive download, which depends on TCP
observing loss does not make sense and rate is monitored instead. I discuss
these issues in detail below, individually for each variant of Proxy .

Handover functions of the Proxy are triggered by the Handover method
called by the SH module. Upon receipt of this message, the Proxy sends a
probe request to the new server in order to estimate the delay in communi-
cation with server called round trip time (RTT). The RTT value added to the
current media position comprises the starting position of the partial content
that must be requested from the new server.

When the flow from the new server (streamed from the calculated starting
position) starts arriving, the Proxy buffers it temporarily, until it finds the
synchronization between the streams. As soon as this occurs, the Proxy
switches the streams and the client starts receiving the new stream and the
connection with the old server is terminated (appropriately to the protocol).
Packets from the old stream that arrive to the Proxy in the meantime
between the switch and the teardown are dropped.

There are, however, some major differences between HTTP and RT-
SP/RTP protocols from the point of view of the Seamless Handover. Apart
from different underlying transport protocols, a major dissimilarity between
these protocols lies in the method of specifying ranges. Ranges are means
to request only part of the content, which will be needed in the handover
process, as we need to start streaming from the new server in synchroniza-
tion with the old transmission. This requires a different approach when
analysing synchronization challenges.
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HTTP Proxy

The Proxy module for HTTP constantly measures rate of the transmis-
sion. Initially I intended to use these measurements for both detecting prob-
lems with the transmission and estimating starting position of the media in
the request to the new server. However, due to the fact that most content
nowadays is encoded with variable bit-rate and that modern progressive
download solutions adjust rate of transmission to match it, maintaining a
reliable value of threshold rate at which alert should be sent proved to be
impossible. In effect, rate monitoring remained only for estimation of the
media position for handover and a different method of detecting transmis-
sion problems needed to be developed, as described further in this section.

For performing handover in the HTTP scenario I am taking advantage
of the fact, that TCP connections are terminated in the proxy. Initially, the
proxy reads the stream from the original server and writes it to the user-side
socket. When the synchronization between old and new streams is found,
the proxy starts to write to the client socket the data from the new server
and the old connection is closed, discarding any data transmitted through
it after the switch.

In the case of streaming over HTTP, the current media position is deter-
mined by adding the number of bytes read from the socket after the end of
HTTP headers, to the initial media position, as both TCP stream and HTTP
ranges operate on byte numbers. As I set out above, the starting media
position for the new stream needs to take the RTT into account, so it is
calculated using the following formula:

SPnew = SPold +Bytes_read + (RTT +Margin) ⋅ rate (4.1)

where SP is the starting media position and Bytes_read is the number of
bytes read at the moment when the proxy sends the request to the new
content server. The value SPold is stored when the original connection is
being established, so the proxy collects information about each connection
(stateful). Moreover, proxy rate measurements for the old stream are used
as a rate parameter and the Margin is a constant value added to prevent
underestimating.

Monitoring transmission problems is performed at the queue level.
Specifically, in HTTP progressive download it is the client that controls the
rate of transmission by reading data from the socket at the rate dependent
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Figure 4.3: Queues in the streaming path

on the content requirements. As described in chapter 2, this leads to fill-
ing the buffer in the operating system and filling the TCP window, which
consequently throttles the server. So if the rate is controlled by allowing
a buffer to fill, monitoring can be performed by observing the state of the
buffer and triggering alert if it is empty for too long, which means that the
client is trying to read more data than it receives. In figure 4.3 we can see
the queues present in the data path when streaming multimedia with this
system. As the monitoring is performed in the Home-Box, there are three
queues to choose from: one inside the application and two in the operating
system, one for each side of the connection. The SendQ between the socket
in the Proxy and eth0 interface should be the most relevant, giving the least
false-positive alerts, considering that it is the closest to the client and ap-
proximates the situation seen by the user most accurately. In section 5.3.1
I present tests performed with the scope of finding values of this parameter.

RTSP/RTP Proxy

In RTP streaming scenario, monitoring is based on observation of packet
loss. If it exceeds a given threshold, the alert is issued. Value of this
threshold depends on tolerance of content to loss of packets and should
be included in the RTSP headers by the server, and read by the Proxy.
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Seamless Handover for RTSP/RTP depends heavily on the ability to read
and modify headers of packets flowing through the proxy. Both RTSP and
RTP contain information crucial to determine the location in the media in
which we want the new server to start streaming and the exact moment/-
packet in which we want to switch the client to the new stream.

The most important fields in the RTSP protocol include: Session header
that identifies the RTSP session to which the command belongs; Range
header in PLAY command, which specifies the range in the media that we
want to be streamed and is usually expressed in normal play time (npt), i.e.,
time (in seconds) since the beginning of the media; and RTP-Info header
in PLAY response, which describes the parameters of RTP stream that
will transfer actual content. Among other parameters, RTP-Info describes
Rtptime, which holds the initial, randomly generated, RTP timestamp (ITS)
corresponding to the media time specified in the Range response header.

To start the transmission from a new server in synchronization with the
old one, we need to determine the starting media position, expressed in
npt. However, RTP packets contain only their own timestamps on the basis
of ITS. In effect, it is necessary to store the aforementioned RTSP headers
when the original connection is being established and calculate the starting
media position (SPnew) for the new connection using: (1) the old starting
media position (SPold) specified in the RTSP Range header of the original
connection; (2) the old randomly generated initial RTP timestamp (ITS); (3)
the RTP timestamp (TS) of the most recent packet of the old connection and
(4) the RTP timestamp’s clock rate (CR), which is dependent on the media
encoding, as specified in RFC 3551 [22]. The formula to calculate SPnew is
shown below:

SPnew = SPold + (TS − ITS)
CR

+RTT +Margin (4.2)

The end of range should be copied from the original RTSP header.
In addition, for the handover to be transparent to the client application,

RTP packets coming from the new connection must have their selected
headers rewritten to correspond with those in the original connection. The
first RTP header to be rewritten is the timestamp value TS, which should
be changed to TSsubst presented in the formula:

TSsubst = TS − (ITSnew − ITSold) + (SPnew − SPold) ⋅CR (4.3)
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Table 4.1: Parameters of the Handover_request method

Parameter name Card. Type Description

UserID 1 STRING User Identifier
ContentID 1 STRING Content Identifier
TCP_Port 1 INTEGER Number of TCP port received in the

alert
Bad_Prefixes 0..∞ STRING Prefix of the network with multiple

flawed CSs

where variables with the subscript old mean headers from the original
connection, while those with the subscript new refer to the connection
established for the handover.

Another header that has to be rewritten in the RTP is the Sequence
number, which must preserve consistent numbering before and after the
handover. The value of this header must be recalculated by subtracting the
difference in sequence numbers corresponding to the same timestamp in
both connections. This difference should be determined and remembered
at the moment of the switch, when the synchronization is found between
the streams.

At last, the SSRC header value that identifies the synchronization source
should be rewritten in the new stream to the value from the old stream, as
we rewrite synchronization data to reflect the values in relation to the old
stream.

4.2.3. Interfaces

For communication between SH and other modules I identified that three
interfaces are necessary (Hsd, Hps and SHs, see Fig 4.1). Two of them serve
internal interaction between modules in the Home-Box (Hsd and Hps) and
one is used for listening for handover requests from CSA (SHs)).

On the interface SHs, seamless handover listens for the requests to
perform handover coming from CSA. There is only one message defined
for this interface, which is Handover_request. This message indicates which
connection is concerned by giving User ID, Service ID and TCP port number,
and specifies servers or prefixes that should be avoided in the handover.
Parameters of the Handover_request method are summarized in table 4.1.
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Table 4.2: Parameters of the Get_CP_Servers method

Parameter name Card. Type Description

UserID 1 STRING User Identifier
ContentID 1 STRING Content Identifier

Table 4.3: Parameters of the reply to Get_CP_Servers method

Parameter name Card. Type Description

CP_Servers 0..∞ STRING Address of the server hosting re-
quested content

Interface Hsd towards Discovery module serves the purpose of finding
another content server that the transmission can be handed over to. There
is one method defined for this interface - Get_CP_Servers, which is used to
pull the list of servers hosting requested content. The request, described
in table 4.2 contains identifiers of the user and the content, whereas reply
contains the list of servers (table 4.3).

The Hps interface between SH module and the Proxy also includes only
one method - Handover. The Handover method takes as arguments user
and content identifiers, TCP port number on which the original connection
is serviced and the address of the server that will take over the connection.
Summary of the parameters with brief description can be found in table 4.4

There is also an interface between the Proxy module and Monitoring
system - Hpm (see Fig. 4.1), through which the QoS_Alert is sent. It carries
following information: user and content identifiers, address of the Content
Server for the reported connection, TCP port number in the Home-Box that
services the communication with the server, IP address of the Home-Box

Table 4.4: Parameters of the Handover method

Parameter name Card. Type Description

UserID 1 STRING User Identifier
ContentID 1 STRING Content Identifier
TCP_Port 1 INTEGER Number of TCP port in the Home-Box

used to communicate with the server
New_Server_Addr 1 STRING Address of the Content Server
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Table 4.5: Parameters of the QoS_Alert method

Parameter name Card. Type Description

UserID 1 STRING User Identifier
ContentID 1 STRING Content Identifier

CP_Server_Addr 1 STRING Address of the Content Server
TCP_Port 1 INTEGER Number of TCP port in the Home-Box

used to communicate with the server
HB_Addr 1 STRING IP address of the Home-Box issuing

the alert
Alert_Type 1 ENUM Type of the alert: (0) QoS_Alert,

(1) QoE_Alert

and type of the alert. Parameter types and cardinality can be found in
table 4.5.



5. Implementation of SH and Proxy
modules

In this chapter I present implementation details of selected modules
modules. Section 5.1 and 5.2 present implementation of SH module and
Proxy module respectively.

To show correctness of the implemented system, I performed confor-
mance and integration tests, whose results are shown in section 5.3.

5.1. SH module

I implemented SH module in Python programming language as a class
library. In order to provide web service interface I used rpclib1 library. To
access web services exposed by other modules SUDS2 library was used.

Seamless Handover module consists of two classes: HandoverService,
which is an interface class responsible for exposing web services, and Han-
doverManager responsible for providing module functionalities and imple-
menting its business logic.

In listing 5.1 we can see the body of the HandoverService class. It
has a method SH_Handover_Request, which corresponds to a single web
service method that the SH module exposes. In line number 2, there is an
annotation that tells the rpclib library that the method that follows should
be exposed as a web service and contains information about types of the
arguments of the method. There is also a commentary spanning from line
4 to 10, which contains human readable description that will be included
in the WSDL document. Actual actions to perform in the method are in the
last two lines of the listing. First, an instance of the HandoverManager class
is created and then it is requested to perform handover.

The HandoverManager class, shown in listing 5.2 is responsible for ob-
taining address of the new server and passing the handover request to the

1 https://github.com/arskom/rpclib
2 https://fedorahosted.org/suds/
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1 class HandoverService ( ServiceBase ) :
2 @srpc ( String , String , Integer , Array ( String ) )
3 def SH_Handover_Request ( UserID , ContentID , TCP_Port , Bad_Prefixes ) :
4 ’ ’ ’
5 <b>Handover Request</b>
6 @param UserID − User I d e n t i f i e r
7 @param ContentID − I d e n t i f i e r of the content to be handed over
8 @param TCP_Port − TCP Port of ongoing connection on the Proxy ’s ⤦

side used for iden t i f i ca t i on of connection to be handed over
9 @param Bad_prefixes − Network pref ixes that wi l l be avoided in ⤦

new server se lec t ion
10 ’ ’ ’
11

12 hm = HandoverManager ( UserID , ContentID , TCP_Port , Bad_Prefixes )
13 hm. performHandover ( )

Listing 5.1: HandoverService class

Proxy module. In the constructor of the class (__init__ method beginning
on line 2) all the information passed from HandoverService is stored in the
fields and a client for web service connection to the Service Manager is
initialized.

In the method performHandover (line 16), we can see all the steps speci-
fied in the sequence diagram (figure 4.2) in the previous chapter. First, the
Home-Box security token that is used in subsequent web service calls is
obtained. After that a list of servers is requested from the Service Manager.
The best server is then selected from the list, considering bad prefixes in
this process. Finally, the real URL of the selected server is obtained from
Service Manager and handover request is passed to the SHProxy module.

Remaining methods of the HandoverManager class contain implemen-
tation details for each step described above. They contain necessary web
service calls and adjust data structures to match those used inside the
module.
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1 class HandoverManager ( object ) :
2 def __ in i t__ ( se l f , UserID , ContentID , TCP_Port , Bad_Prefixes ) :
3 se l f . UserID = UserID
4 se l f . ContentID = ContentID
5 se l f . TCP_Port = TCP_Port
6 se l f . Bad_Prefixes = Bad_Prefixes
7 se l f . c l i ent = connectToServiceManager ( )
8

9 def PerformHandover ( s e l f ) :
10 hbtoken = GetHBSecurityToken ( )
11 servers = se l f . getServers ( hbtoken )
12 print servers
13 server = se l f . chooseBestServer ( servers )
14 print server
15 ( url , cptoken , cat i ) = se l f . getUrl ( server , hbtoken )
16 print ( url , cptoken , cat i )
17 print type ( url )
18 se l f . requestHandover ( url , cptoken , cat i )
19

20 def getServers ( se l f , hbtoken ) :
21 return se l f . c l i ent . service . SH_Get_CP_Servers ( s e l f . UserID , ⤦

se l f . ContentID , hbtoken )
22

23 def chooseBestServer ( se l f , servers ) :
24 return servers [ 0 ] . ID
25

26 def getUrl ( se l f , server , hbtoken ) :
27 realURL = se l f . c l i ent . service .SH_Get_Real_URL ( server , s e l f .⤦

UserID , se l f . ContentID , hbtoken )
28 return ( str ( realURL .URL) , str ( realURL . token ) , str ( realURL .⤦

CATI ) )
29

30 def requestHandover ( se l f , url , cptoken , cat i ) :
31 shp . handover ( s e l f . UserID , se l f . ContentID , se l f . TCP_Port , "⤦

old_url " , url )

Listing 5.2: HandoverManager class
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5.2. Proxy module

Proxy module has been implemented in C++ language. It functions as
a single threaded application, where handling multiple concurrent connec-
tions is achieved through asynchronous I/O, provided by Boost.Asio3 li-
brary. This design decision allows to assume that procedures are atomic
from the application’s point of view and eases solving synchronization prob-
lems. I also use boost::shared_ptr for memory management to avoid risk
of memory leaks and ensure that objects whose methods are registered as
callbacks in the Boost.Asio library are not destroyed until the asynchronous
operation finishes.

Figure 5.1 presents class diagram of the Proxy module. The main class of
the module is ProxyServer. It is responsible for opening a listening socket at
the start of the program and accepting new connections as they come. After
being accepted the connection is added to the ConnectionManager class,
which maintains the list of active connections, allows to find and access
appropriate Connection objects and manages their lifetime.

Once accepted, the connection is mainly serviced by two classes: Connec-
tion and ServerConnection. The former is responsible for sending the stream
to the client, whereas the latter contacts the streaming server and receives
the multimedia stream. Every ServerConnection object owns a buffer and
exposes methods for Connection class to request chunks of the stream as
needed. If the buffer in ServerConnection is filled, the class stops reading
from the socket connected to the server, thus propagating client-side flow
control to the server and preventing uncontrolled growth of the buffer inside
the proxy.

Seamless Handover logic is mainly contained in the Connection class.
When handover is requested, it uses the Prober class to estimate the latency
in communication with the new server, calculates the media starting posi-
tion as described in the previous chapter and then creates a new instance of
the ServerConnection class to service communication with the new server.

In listing 5.3 we can see the header of the Connection class. The
class inherits from two classes from boost library. Private inheritance
from boost::noncopyable reliably prevents from copying any object of
this class (either by assignment or by copy constructor) and inheri-
tance from boost::enable_shared_from_this<> template allows to construct

3 http://www.boost.org/libs/asio/
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1 class Connection :
2 public boost : : enable_shared_from_this<Connection> ,
3 private boost : : noncopyable
4 {
5 public :
6 Connection ( boost : : asio : : io_service& io_service , ⤦

ConnectionManager& manager ) ;
7 // ~Connection ( ) ;
8

9 void start ( ) ;
10 void prepareHandover ( std : : string new_server ) ;
11 void terminate ( ) ;
12

13 boost : : asio : : ip : : tcp : : socket& client_socket ( ) ;
14 unsigned get_port ( ) const ;
15 void send_reply_headers ( const http : : server : : reply& reply ) ;
16 void send_reply_content ( ) ;
17

18 private :
19 void handle_read ( const boost : : system : : error_code& e , std : : s i ze_t ⤦

bytes_transferred ) ;
20 void handle_write_headers ( const boost : : system : : error_code& e , ⤦

std : : s i ze_t bytes_transferred ) ;
21 void handle_write_content ( const boost : : system : : error_code& e , ⤦

std : : s i ze_t bytes_transferred ) ;
22 void triggerHandover ( std : : string new_server , int o f f se t =−1) ;
23 void findHandoverSynchronization ( ) ;
24

25 private :
26 boost : : asio : : ip : : tcp : : socket cl ient_socket_ ;
27 ServerConnection_ptr server_connection_ ;
28 ServerConnection_ptr handover_connection_ ;
29 boost : : array<char , 8192> buffer_ ;
30 http : : server : : request request_ ;
31 http : : server : : reply reply_ ;
32 http : : server : : request_parser request_parser_ ;
33 boost : : shared_ptr<Prober> prober_ ;
34 ConnectionManager& connection_manager_ ;
35 std : : s i ze_t bytes_transferred_ ;
36 std : : s i ze_t handover_begin_ ;
37 bool write_in_progress_ ;
38 bool handover_requested_ ;
39 unsigned required_rate_ ;
40 QueueMonitor queue_monitor_ ;
41 } ;

Listing 5.3: Connection class header
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a boost::shared_ptr from the object’s this pointer, which is desirable when
registering callbacks for asynchronous I/O operations.

The constructor (line 6) of the class takes two references as arguments
- io_service, which is related to the boost::asio library and manager, which
specifies the ConnectionManager object that will own this connection. There
are two methods responsible for initializing handover connection - prepare-
Handover() and triggerHandover(). The former creates an instance of the
Prober class where it sets the latter as a callback. In effect when the Prober
finishes its measurements it calls the triggerHandover() method, which
rewrites headers of the original request and creates a new ServerConnetion
object, which in turn establishes connection with the new server. The code
for finding the synchronization between the streams and for switching the
user to the new stream is contained in the findHandoverSynchronization()
method called from send_reply_content() method whenever handover is in
progress.

As described in the previous chapter, Proxy module performs monitoring
of the buffer to assess quality of the connection and decide whether it
is necessary to alert the Service Manager. Monitoring is performed by
the QueueMonitor class. The class uses the SIOCOUTQ ioctl to query the
operating system about usage of the outgoing queue for the socket facing
the client and exposes a single public method - check(), that is used by
the Connection class to perform regular test of the condition. This method
returns true if the queue state is acceptable and false if the alert condition
is met.

Integration with the SH module is achieved through providing python
bindings to the Proxy module. To generate python module from my C++
code I used SWIG4 tool designed to facilitate connecting programs written
in C or C++ with various high-level languages, including python. SWIG
requires a special interface file as input and produces a C/C++ source file
and a python script. To generate a working python module I used following
commands in the directory containing object files after compilation of the
Proxy module:

1 swig −c++ −python −threads SHProxy . i
2 g++ −c SHProxy_wrap . cxx − I/usr/include/python2.7/
3 g++ −shared * . o −o _SHProxy . so −lboost_system −pthread − l r t

4 http://www.swig.org/
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1 %module SHProxy
2 %include " std_string . i "
3 %{
4 #include " proxyserver .h"
5 %}
6 %{
7 static PyObject *my_pycallback = NULL;
8 static void PythonCallBack ( std : : string UserID , std : : str ing ⤦

ContentID , std : : str ing CP_Server_Addr , int TCP_Port , std : : string ⤦
HB_Addr, int Alert_Type )

9 {
10 PyObject * func , * a rg l i s t ;
11 PyObject * result ;
12 PyGILState_STATE gstate ;
13

14 func = ( PyObject * ) my_pycallback ;
15 arg l i s t = Py_BuildValue ( " ( sss is i ) " ,UserID . c_str ( ) , ⤦

ContentID . c_str ( ) , CP_Server_Addr . c_str ( ) , TCP_Port , ⤦
HB_Addr. c_str ( ) , Alert_Type ) ;

16

17 gstate = PyGILState_Ensure ( ) ;
18 result = PyEval_CallObject ( func , a rg l i s t ) ;
19 PyGILState_Release ( gstate ) ;
20

21 Py_DECREF( arg l i s t ) ;
22 Py_XDECREF( result ) ;
23 }
24 %}
25

26 %typemap ( in ) PyObject *pyfunc {
27 i f ( ! PyCallable_Check ( $input ) ) {
28 PyErr_SetString ( PyExc_TypeError , "Need a cal lable object ! " ) ;
29 return NULL;
30 }
31 $1 = $input ;
32 }
33

34 %include " proxyserver .h"
35

36 %extend ProxyServer {
37 void set_pyalert ( PyObject *pyfunc ) {
38 Py_XDECREF( my_pycallback ) ;
39 my_pycallback = pyfunc ;
40 se l f −>set_a ler t ( PythonCallBack ) ;
41 Py_INCREF( pyfunc ) ;
42 }
43 }

Listing 5.4: Interface file for SWIG
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The interface file that I created is shown in listing 5.4. In the first line,
the name of the resulting python module is specified. Then I include a
standard swig file containing type mappings between C++ std::string and
python str. In lines 3-5, header of the ProxyServer class that is to be
available in python is included. Lines 6-24 contain additional C++ code
that allows to call python callback method from the C++ code. In Proxy
module, this is used to send QoS alerts to the SH module, which forwards
them to the Service Manager through web services. The signature of the
PythonCallBack function matches expectations of the ProxyServer class
so that it can be registered as a callback using set_alert method, but it
uses the extra variable my_pycallback to call the python function. The
PythonCallBack function also ensures that all the arguments are properly
mapped from C++ to python and that python byte code is called with Global
Interpreter Lock (GIL) enabled, which is necessary to avoid segmentation
faults of the python interpreter. In lines 26-32 there is a custom typemap
that allows to get a C pointer to a python function. After that we have
a directive to process the ProxyServer class by swig and finally the extend
directive that adds a method for registering a python callback as alert action
to the ProxyServer class.
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Figure 5.1: Class diagram of the Proxy module
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5.3. Tests

The tests presented in this section have double scope: first tests, pre-
sented in section 5.3.1, aim at adjusting thresholds of the monitoring al-
gorithm in order to optimize the response of the monitoring system. These
adjustment parameters are used in the interoperability tests presented in
section 5.3.3.

The second tests, presented in sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 are conformance
and interoperability tests of my implementation, respectively. Conformance
tests were performed to determine whether this implementation satisfied
the specified criteria of operation as specified in section 4 as well as to
study the performance of the system under normal working conditions.
Conformance testing methodology defines the boundaries of the System
Under Test (SUT, which in this case is the Seamless Handover module)
as well as the test system (or, briefly, tester) responsible for monitoring the
SUT behavior. Generally, conformance tests assume a tester that emulates
all network nodes. Instead, I decided to use commercial video clients and
server for simplicity purposes. Let me remark that commercial devices
heavily limit the possibilities of the tests, e.g., negative scenarios could not
be tested.

The interoperability tests (also named „Network Integration Testing” fol-
lowing the guidelines of ETSI TR 101 667 [9]) presented in Section 5.3.3
prove the functionality of the handover system in operating environment. In
interoperability tests, the SUT (hardware where handover modules are im-
plemented) and the reference equipment (traffic generators, switches, other
network devices) together define the boundaries of the tests. In opposite of
conformance tests, interoperability tests are performed on interfaces that
provide normal user control and observation, since these tests run on func-
tionality basis accessed by the user.

5.3.1. Monitoring tests

Tests of the monitoring system were primarily concerned with finding
optimum threshold duration of the empty state of the send-queue on the
socket used by the Proxy to communicate with the client (see SendQ in
Proxy in Fig. 4.3). Whenever the buffer stays in the empty state longer
than this threshold, the QoS alarm is triggered. The value needs to be
small enough to detect the problem with the transmission before the user
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experiences disruption in the video. However it cannot be too small, as
this would generate alerts during normal operation, in the situation where
client suddenly requests more data and it starts coming from the server
only after a while, due to delay in the network. Excessive number of such
false-positive alerts, could affect the performance of the system and confuse
the fault location algorithm in CSA module. Still, it is more desirable
to generate a few false-positive alerts, which can be ignored by the CSA
module, than to fail to notice genuine problems.

To find the aforementioned value, the content was streamed a number
of times at a minimum rate at which the video played smoothly. During
these streaming sessions, the Proxy was modified to log every occurrence of
emptying the buffer on the socket outgoing to the client, along with duration
of such state. Maximum time when the queue is empty is assumed as the
threshold for fault alert. Longer periods with empty queue indicate that the
video is about to stutter.

Scenario

The minimum rate that gave smooth playback of the video was estab-
lished at 4 Mbps by calculating average rate of the content (dividing file
size by duration of the video), which equaled 3.6 Mbps and adding a slight
margin to that value to account for increased momentary requirements for
bandwidth throughout the stream. Smoothness of the transmission at this
rate was verified both visually by watching the streamed video and objec-
tively by analysing the logs of client application for any messages indicating
problems such as buffer underflows during the streaming.

Streaming was performed using two machines connected as shown in
figure 5.2. The computer addressed 10.1.0.1 was running the Proxy module
and the VLC5 client application, while machine with 10.1.1.1 address was
acting as a content server with HTTP server software configured. The server
was hosting the same video that was used in the QoE tests described earlier
in this thesis.

In this configuration, bottleneck was emulated between the server and
the Proxy with the tc command. This command allows to configure traffic
control mechanisms on network interfaces, in particular set up queues, give
them priorities and limit their bandwidth. In this case I was only interested

5 http://www.videolan.org/vlc/
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4 Mbps

10.1.0.1/16 10.1.1.1/16

Figure 5.2: Test topology for monitoring tests

in limiting bandwidth so I used token bucket filter (tbf) queue discipline
with exact invocation of the command as follows:

1 tc qdisc add dev eth0 root tbf rate 4mbit latency 50ms burst 15400 ⤦
mtu 15400

Results

The histogram of empty state durations observed in the tests can be
seen in figure 5.3. It clearly shows that the vast majority (58%) of the empty
states of the buffer last less than 10 ms. Another 36% have a duration
between 10 and 100 ms and 5% between 100 ms and 1 s. It means that
in total 99% of buffer empty states had a duration of less than one second.
Remaining 1% (17 data points) ranged between 1.3 and 3.2 seconds.

I took as the maximum time with empty queue the 99th percentile of
the histogram, i.e. threshold equal to 1 second. Let me remark that the
test was performed at the minimum rate limit that allowed for smooth play-
back, which means that observed distribution of empty buffer durations
correspond to the state where server is close to full load, but not yet over-
loaded and in such state, some premature alerts are acceptable and can be
properly handled within the CSA module, which has a general vision of the
network and server state and is able to discard false alerts.

5.3.2. Handover tests

The handover tests were aimed to confirm that the handover process is
performed correctly and seamlessly. They focus on verifying that integrity of
the stream is preserved, measuring impact of the handover on the network,
estimating the time taken by this process, showing influence on other
streams and generally ensuring that handover works in typical scenarios.
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Figure 5.3: Histogram of durations of empty state of the queue

Let me remark, that these tests do not use monitoring functions of the Proxy
and handover is initiated in an arbitrarily chosen moment.

Tests were performed for two situations: when the stream that was
handed over was the only one in the testbed and when there were two
streams, both initially using the same server, where handover was per-
formed on one of the streams. The single stream setup showed how han-
dover influences the network, while the two stream scenario showed how
handover benefits all the streams by reducing congestion in the bottleneck.

I will first present scenario and results for single stream tests and then
proceed to describe tests with two streams in the same manner.

Scenario

For testing the handover functions of the Proxy module in a single stream
scenario, two content servers were connected through a network switch to
the machine that hosted the tested modules and the client as shown in
figures 5.4 and 5.5. As before, the bottlenecks were emulated on the server
side using tc command. However, in this configuration they were set at 6
Mbps for each server. On the computer with 10.1.0.1 address, which hosted
the Proxy and the client applications, tcpdump program was used to gather
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network dumps, from which statistical graphs were plotted with the help of
Wireshark6 protocol analyser.

1 Gbps

10.1.0.1/16

6 Mbps

6 Mbps

10.1.1.2/16

10.1.1.1/16

Figure 5.4: Physical test topology for handover tests

First, I tested the module in a download scenario, where the content
was pulled by the client at the highest speed allowed by the network and
handover was performed during the download. In this scenario I used
GNU wget7 as a client application. In this test I verified that seamless
handover preserves integrity of the stream. This was achieved by comparing
checksums of the file hosted on servers and the file downloaded in the
tests calculated using the md5sum8 command. During the transmission,
network statistics were gathered to assess duration of the handover process
in the Proxy module and to investigate impact of the handover on the
network.

Another client application used for testing was VLC9. Contrary to wget,
it adjusts the speed of download to the multimedia stream’s requirements.
Initially, VLC downloads enough data to fill the playback buffer, then it
maintains the size of the buffer and downloads more data only as the
buffer is consumed for playback. This test was intended to show Seamless
Handover in a realistic multimedia streaming setup.

6 http://www.wireshark.org/
7 http://www.gnu.org/software/wget/
8 http://linux.die.net/man/1/md5sum
9 http://www.videolan.org/vlc/
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Content 1
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Figure 5.5: Logical test topology for handover tests with single stream

In this test, at the beginning streaming is initiated through Proxy, from
Server 1 to client application (red line in Fig. 5.5). At a certain point, I
manually trigger handover of the stream (by sending a Handover message
to the Proxy) and expect the Proxy module to switch the transmission to
Server 2 (green line in Fig. 5.5). From this point, streaming is continued
from Server 2.

In analysis of the results, focus will be put on the moment of the han-
dover, where its duration and influence on used bandwidth will be analysed.
It is expected that there will be a momentary increase in used bandwidth
during handover, which can range as high as twice the normal use but
should appear for a very short period of time.

Results

Results of the tests with one wget client (figure 5.6) show the handover
taking place two seconds after the beginning of measurements. In figure
5.6a we can see the traffic on the external interface - between the proxy and
the servers. The black line represents joint traffic whereas red and green
lines correspond to the traffic coming from particular servers - 10.1.1.1 and
10.1.1.2 respectively. The graph in figure 5.6b shows traffic on the internal
interface, i.e. between the proxy module and the client. There is only a
single line on this graph, corresponding to the traffic that is delivered to the
client, as on this interface it is indistinguishable which server the stream
comes from. Colours in the graphs correspond to those used in figure 5.5.

From these graphs we can draw following conclusions: the actual han-
dover process lasts less than 100 ms (which is the resolution of the graphs)
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(a) external interface

(b) internal interface

Figure 5.6: Bitrate graph for the single download scenario (wget client)

and infers about 10% increase in the load of the network for this short
period; the handover is seamless for the client - the switch is not visible in
any way on the graph for the internal interface. In this test also md5 sums
of the file on the servers and the file saved by the client were compared and
proved to be equal, which means that the streams’ integrity is preserved in
the handover.

The impact of seamless handover is much less visible on the graphs
that present results from tests with VLC client. In figure 5.7 we can see
results of the test with one stream displayed with VLC. The flow control
imposed by the client makes the data arrive in bursts, which makes the
picture less clear. In figure 5.7a we can see that handover occurred during
one of the bursts, between 77.3 and 77.5 seconds from the beginning
of measurements. Seamlessness of the process was confirmed by both
analysing the logs of the VLC program and putting attention to the video.
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(a) external interface

(b) internal interface

Figure 5.7: Bitrate graph for the single streaming scenario (VLC client)

Scenario

Handover tests in a two streams scenario use the same physical topology
(Fig. 5.4) as the tests with only one stream presented above. From the
logical point of view there is another client application, that introduces
another stream to the system, as shown in figure 5.8

As in the single stream scenario, two cases are presented - a simple
download without controlling bandwidth with wget and a typical HTTP
streaming with VLC.

In this test, two streams are initiated at the beginning - from Server
1 to Client 1 and from Server 1 to Client 2 (magenta and blue lines in
Fig. 5.8, respectively). During this period, it is expected that the link
between Server 1 and the Proxy will saturate and the clients will compete
for bandwidth. At a certain point, handover of the first (magenta) stream is
manually initiated. This should result in switching that streaming session
to Server 2 (green line in Fig. 5.8). After this point, both Client 1 and Client
2 should begin to receive data with higher rate. In wget scenario, both
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Figure 5.8: Logical test topology for handover tests with two streams

should get whole 6 Mbps from each server, whereas in VLC variant, both
clients should receive data at the rate controlled by the video, which should
result in smooth playback.

Results

The tests with two wget clients showed that, quite understandably, both
connections benefit from the handover of one of them, due to reduction of
the congestion in the bottleneck. We can see graphs in figure 5.9. The
meaning of the black red and green lines is the same as in the previous
case, but there are two additional lines - magenta and blue that correspond
to traffic from two streams. In figure 5.9a the magenta line represents
the traffic exchanged between the first server and the Proxy module in
the connection that involved handover, while the blue one represents the
traffic exchanged in the other connection. There are no additional lines per
connection that would correspond to the data exchanged with the second
server, as the only data exchanged with this server belongs to the session
with handover. In the graph for the internal interface (fig. 5.9b), the
magenta line represents the connection with handover whereas the blue line
corresponds to the other one. Graphs use the same colours for particular
connections as shown in figure 5.8.

Figure 5.10 presents results for the scenario with two VLC clients. We
can see that until the 21.7 second the streams are fighting for bandwidth
and none of them is able to reach the desired rate. When observing the
videos displayed by the clients, a „hiccup” can be noticed due to insuffi-
cient download speed and the need for rebuffering. Also log files of VLC
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(a) external interface

(b) internal interface

Figure 5.9: Bitrate graph for the two downloads scenario (wget client)

client show warning messages about buffer underflows and, consequently,
delayed display of video. After the handover, the streams no longer use the
same server, so traffic is split between two bottlenecks, which do not pose a
problem any more.

5.3.3. Interoperability tests

In this section results of interoperability tests are presented. As ex-
plained above, these tests’ main purpose is to prove the functionality of
the handover system in operating environment. They show behaviour of
the whole system with monitoring and handover features. Note, however,
that in these tests I consider only the modules that I developed so the full
CSA module is substituted with a „dummy” module that responds with the
handover_request to the first alert that it receives.

Scenario

Test topology in this test is identical to the one used in handover tests,
shown in figure 5.4. However, the focus is different here. All implemented
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(a) external interface

(b) internal interface

Figure 5.10: Bitrate graph for two streaming sessions scenario (VLC client)

modules are active and no external signals are manually inserted into
the system. In particular, handover is triggered by a message from CSA
module (even, if „dummy”), which takes a decision based on alerts from the
monitoring system.

The main purpose of this test is to ensure that the complete system
behaves correctly in a normal streaming scenario. The tests begins with
initiating a single streaming session form Server 1. As the stream requires
4 Mbps, and there are 6 Mbps available, the streaming should be smooth
and no alerts should be issued. After a while, another streaming session
is set up with Server 1. Now, there are two streams that require about 4
Mbps bandwidth each, competing for 6 Mbps total, which means that one or
both of them can get insufficient bandwidth. If such situation persisted, the
problem would result in the users seeing the glitches, however monitoring
should detect this situation in time, and trigger sequence of actions that
results in a handover of one of the connections to Server 2, thus assuring
that each stream gets the bandwidth it requires.
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During the tests, logs of the client are observed along with careful watch-
ing of the video to verify smoothness during the whole test. There are also
network statistics collected and server logs investigated to see the moment
in which handover occurs.

Results

Results of the tests confirmed that the system indeed works as intended.
In figure 5.11 we can see the graphs showing network statistics in the same
manner as in the handover tests. Figures 5.11a and 5.11b show a bigger
fragment, where the moment, where the second streaming began is visible,
while the remaining two graphs are zoomed around the handover moment.
Let me remark, that the graphs are smoothed, to improve legibility at the
cost of precision, which is not as important here as it was in handover tests.

For the first 15 seconds, there was only one streaming playing in the
system. It proved to play smoothly, and it did not generate any alerts.
In the 15th second we can see the second streaming session start, which
immediately causes the link between the Proxy and Server 1 to saturate.
Note, that the magenta line in both figure 5.11a and 5.11b indicates that
this significantly throttled the first connection.

For the next 10 seconds, the streams fight for bandwidth, but it suffices
to keep the streams playing smoothly through that time. Neither VLC logs
nor video picture indicate any problem. In the 25th second, the situation
is detected by the monitoring in the Proxy and we can see the handover on
the graphs, occurring in the 26th second. This event was also visible in the
logs of the servers, where Server 2 indicated a new connection and Server 1
showed that one of the connections had ended. Also during handover, the
client experienced no interruption.

For 4-6 seconds after handover, we can see greater use of bandwidth by
both streams, which is especially visible in figure 5.11a. This is caused by
the need to refill all the buffers in the streaming path, which were partially
emptied during the time between the start of the new transmission and the
moment of handover.

In the above tests, the system showed capability to adapt source of
multimedia streaming in case of deterioration of transmission caused by
an overloaded server. The monitoring solution detected the problem early
enough to prevent the problems from affecting the user and the handover
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process was also seamless for the user.

To sum up, there were three kinds of tests performed in this section.
First ones allowed to adjust monitoring parameters to reliably detect degra-
dation of connection before it is visible to the user. Second tests showed that
handover is performed correctly, seamlessly and efficiently and the process
lasts no longer than 100 ms. At last, third tests demonstrated the whole
system in action showing that it successfully prevents the client’s video from
stuttering when the server becomes overloaded.
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(a) external interface

(b) internal interface

(c) external interface, zoomed in

(d) internal interface, zoomed in

Figure 5.11: Bitrate graph for the two streaming sessions with queue mon-
itoring (VLC client)
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In this thesis I presented an adaptation mechanism that deals with
overload of servers or network by providing seamless handover of content
server during multimedia transmission. This solution can be classified as
at-source, network layer adaptation. The main advantage of this adaptation
approach is that it preserves full resolution and coding quality of content
(contrary to e.g. media-adaptation), while a drawback is that it cannot deal
with a situation where problems occur on the client side.

The main highlights of this work are following:

— defining use case describing concept of the system,
— performing simulation study that showed potential benefits from the

solution,
— investigating criteria for seamlessness through subjective QoE tests,
— specifying general architecture for adaptation system providing seamless

handover,
— providing detailed specification of Seamless Handover and Proxy mod-

ules,
— implementing and integrating these modules,
— performing tests of the proposed adaptation solution in action.

By writing this thesis, I deepened my understanding of protocols used
for streaming, HTTP and RTP both on protocol headers level and on timing
and flow control level. I also gained insight into queuing applied for TCP
connections in the operating system. In the research of state of the art
I familiarised myself with modern adaptation solutions and standards for
streaming multimedia, such as DASH and HTTP Live Streaming.

Implementation work required me to expand my knowledge in integration
of modules across different programming languages, in particular interfac-
ing Python with C++ using swig library and communicating between Python
and Java using SOAP web services.

System presented in this thesis will be used in a distributed environment
of the multimedia system developed in the ALICANTE project [2].
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My future work in this field involves extending the seamless handover
adaptation to cooperate with the most recent streaming protocols such as
DASH [26]. I also plan to develop a more universal monitoring solution that
would be more independent of parameters of the system.
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